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Polski Instytut Źródłowy w Lund (PIZ)
(Polish Research Institute in Lund)

Volumes 1-20. Testimonies

1. Numerical and alphabetical registers of testimonies 1-498
   - Card index (catalogue cards)
   - Two notebooks
2. Handwritten testimonies 1-50
3. Handwritten testimonies 51-100
4. Handwritten testimonies 101-150
5. Handwritten testimonies 151-190
6. Handwritten testimonies 191-224
7. Handwritten testimonies 225-260
8. Handwritten testimonies 261-300
9. Handwritten testimonies 301-360
10. Handwritten testimonies 361-400
11. Handwritten testimonies 401-449
12. Handwritten testimonies 450-514
13. Confidential handwritten testimonies (with typed copies). Accessible in 2006
14. Typed copies of testimonies 1-100
15. Typed copies of testimonies 101-220
16. Typed copies of testimonies 221-300
17. Typed copies of testimonies 301-400
18. Typed copies of testimonies 401-514
19. Incomplete testimonies without record numbers or index cards A-K
20. Incomplete testimonies without record numbers or index cards L-Ö

Volumes 21-23. Transport lists

21. Transport lists 1938-1941
22. Transport lists 1942
23. Transport lists 1944

Volume 24. Material relating to testimonies, witness accounts and transports

- Lists of copies of testimonies sent in
- List (handwritten) and information relating to different testimonies, including no. 193
- Supplement to testimony no. 267, Tadeusz Szostakowski
- Parts of Józefa Zakrzewska’s testimony
- Letters to/from Zofia Maczka regarding testimonies of Irena Samsonowicz and experimental operations in Ravensbrück

---

1The copies of transport lists are probably based on information/lists from different sources. Some of the information was collected by PIZ, some is probably from copies of the original German transport lists and some was sent from Britain. Paul Rudny 13.5.2003.
• Drawings and descriptions of concentration camps/appendices to testimonies
• Copy of witness account of Boleslaw Pampuch, 15.8.1945
• Confirmation (in Polish) of written recollections submitted by Natalia Chodkiewiczowa, 9.5.1946
• Some letters of recollections from after the war
• Forms regarding testimonies etc (from Polish government and PIZ)
• Two lists of questions (one in English and one in Polish) regarding the prisoners’ situation in the concentration camps, undated
• Material regarding testimonies and listing of Nazi German crimes
• Several sheets of notes (in Polish) regarding ex-prisoners, undated
• Addresses of and questions about different persons (handwritten and undated)
• Information on different issues written by Ludwika Broel Plater, 1962
• Statistics of transports, November 1938 to October 1944 (16 sheets)

Volumes 25-26. Material on concentration camps (CC)

25. Material on concentration camps: registers, lists etc.

25:1. Material compiled by PIZ
• List of prisons, concentration camps etc. investigated.
• Handwritten lists of persons and their stays in different factories, prisons and camps
• Lists of names: Majdanek CC
• Lists of names: Auschwitz CC
• Lists of names: Ravensbrück CC
• Lists of names: annexes to Ravensbrück CC
• List of SS officials at Ravensbrück (based on testimonies)
• List of ”work places” in Ravensbrück (based on testimonies)
• Handwritten and typed notes of ”list of camp vocabulary”
• List of concentration camp prisoners that are named in several witness reports and testimonies
• Handwritten notes/lists of dead and executed persons
• Lists of prisoners executed, dead or subjected to experimental operations at Ravensbrück with two copies of a letter relating to experimental operations
• Various lists of prisoners executed or dead in different camps
• Handwritten and typed notes/lists of dead and missing persons
• Various documents relating to CC and the war

25:2. Materials received by PIZ from the World Jewish Congress: Historical Commission, Stockholm
• List of persons in different CC
• Memo of statistics of transports of Jews to Auschwitz, 17.4.1942

3Re. Experimental operations, see also Volume 25:1 Material relating to concentration camps (CC): registers, lists etc.
3Some lists are from the Instytut Pamieci Narodowej (Institute of National Remembrance) in Warsaw. See also Volume 48: letters to/from Zofia Maczka-Patkanowska.
-17.7.1942

- List of Jews that died at Flossenbürg CC
- Four witness accounts from different CC
- Information on "Das tschechische Familienlager"
- Anti-Semitic song from Buchenwald CC
- Fragebogen der "Judiska Historiska Kommissionen", World Jewish Congress in Stockholm. Undated

25:3. Materials received by PIZ from other institutions

- Information on executed and dead in Ravensbrück CC, Warsaw, March 1966 ("Materialy do listy zamordowanych in zmarlych w kobiecyym obozie koncentracyjnym Ravensbrück") with letters from Klub Ravensbrück przy Warszawskim Okręgu ZBOWid to Ludwika Broel Plater, 18.4.1966
- Several hundred death certificates written by Związek Polaków w Lubece (The Polish Association at Lübeck) of Polish citizens that died in Germany after 1.9.1939

26. Material on concentration camps: card index

- Card index of "list of camp vocabulary"
- Card index of SS officials
- Card index of prisoners "work places"
- Card index of dead and executed persons
- Card index of missing persons

Volumes 27-31. Material from concentration camps (CC)

27: 1 Material from concentration camps: correspondence

a) Correspondence permitted from/to concentration camps
   Letters and cards permitted to/from Zofia Myszkowa in Ravensbrück CC?

b) Forbidden letters from Helena Haraga (56413, block 17) to her mother?
   Forbidden correspondence in and from/to concentration camps

c) Typewritten invitation (in three copies) to Beni Kozicki for Józef Kob’s celebration of his name day, 19.3.1944 in concentration camp, block 44

d) Card for name day with text (probably written in concentration camp)

27: 2 Recipes for meals

A number of recipes on loose sheets and stapled sheets, written mainly in Polish and French.

28: 1 Material from concentration camps: notes and poems

a) Personal notes from CC (in Polish) with photograph

b) Personal notes and poems from/about CC and the occupation (in Polish)

c) Ten handwritten books of poetry from CC (eight in Polish and two in French)

28: 2 Five notebooks/books of poetry from CC (in Polish)

---

4See also Volume 39: Poetry and other works of literature from the time of occupation and from concentration camps
29: 1  **Material from concentration camps: teaching books and notes**
- Words from CC in French and English
- German vocabulary book and notebook containing notes from lessons in English, list of executed persons and a chronological description of events at Ravensbrück CC (in Polish)
- History of Polish literature up to about 1772 (handwritten in Polish)
- Five handwritten history books in Polish (one contains notes from Salska’s lectures)

29: 2  **Notes and notebooks in English, and one French textbook in English**

30.  **Material from concentration camps: card indexes, lists etc.**
   a) Card index with names of persons, found on dead prisoner
   b) Work journal in German, 1945
   c) Material about different Blockbuch
      Handwritten letter from Maria Zamarska to Helena Strzelecka, 14.4.1946
      with explanations to the typed register of Blockbuch 18
      Typed register of Blockbuch 18, Ravensbrück CC
      Blockbuch 18
      Block 1 [Blockbuch], A5 format
      Handwritten list of prisoners’ names and numbers
      Two poems, undated
   d) Six CC personal cards for appointments
   e) ”Mittwerda” documents
      PIZ list of ”Mittwerda” documents
      Authentication of Helena Strzelecka regarding the ”Mittwerda list”, 19.11.1945
      Photocopies of original list of prisoners sent from Ravensbrück CC to death camp ”Mittwerda”, 6.4.1945
      Five typed copies of ”Mittwerda list”, 6.4.1945
   f) Different sorts of lists (work orders, diet)

31.  **Material from concentration camps: forms, coupons etc.**
- Three letter forms from CC
- Form: ”Flugansage”
- Gift coupons from CC (with an explanation in Polish)
- Gift coupons from following CC: a) Neuengamme (4), appendix to testimonies 36, Romana Grzejszczyk; b) Ravensbrück/Siemens factory (5); c) Sachsenhausen (1), appendix to testimonies 66, Stefania Hryniew; d) Stutthoff (1)
- Prisoners’ (secret) unfranked stamps
- Unused congratulations cards that came to CC
- German and Polish money from the war (taken to Sweden by ex-prisoners of CC)
- Maps and other German printed material taken by ex-prisoners of Ravensbrück CC
- Parts of German newspapers taken by ex-prisoners of Ravensbrück CC
- Newspaper "Völkischer Beobachter" from 1.3.1945 (with one paper on which it was noted that a Nazi newspaper had been read and commented on by the prisoners even though this was forbidden in CC)
- One handwritten prayer book (in Polish) from CC
- One prayer book (in French) from CC
- Six prayer books and psalm books (in Polish)

**Volume 32. Other material regarding the occupation and issues from concentration camps**

32:1. Material collected by PIZ
- Swedish news talk, by Pierre Backman "Poland’s Black Record", 3.2. 1942
- Józef Winiewicz "The demographic results of two world wars" (two copies in Polish and one in Swedish)
- Accounts of "Polish people’s experiences during the German occupation 1939-42" (two copies, one handwritten in Polish and one typed in Swedish)
- Three typed essays about CC and the occupation, written in the 1940’s by pupils at a Polish upper secondary school in Stockholm in conjunction with graduation
- Accounts of "Four Polish people’s fate before they came to Sweden" (two copies handwritten in Polish and one typed in Swedish)
- Wanda Ossowska "Izolatka"
- Recollections from concentration camps (2 pages)
- Notebook with notes from May 1945
- Personal documents from the war
- Abram Kenig’s account in letters: "Deportacja, Powstanie, Treblinki. Nowy dokument wielkiej tragedji." (three copies in Polish)
- Halina Neujahr’s account from July 1945: "Oczy świadka" (one handwritten copy and four typed copies)
- Frida Katz "Memories from the war“ (in Polish), 56 pages
- Wanda Szczawinska’s seven stories from the war written in the form of literature (in Polish), May - September 1977
- A private letter from B. Witwicka with a description of the German occupation, 26.6.1946
- One letter from Z. Lakocinski about Aleksander Bielak’s account, 16.9.1946
- Study of anti-Semitism in West Germany at the end of the 1950’s (in Polish)

32:2. Material received by PIZ from the World Jewish Congress: Historical Commission, Stockholm
- Recollections from the resistance movement (in Polish)
- Description of "Jews’ work in the yard at Berdechow” (in Polish)
- Account in "A letter from Brunllitz” (in Polish)
- Account of "The journey from Burs to Buchenwald” (in Polish)
- Memo from the uprising in the Warsaw ghetto (in Polish)
- Account of "The concentration camp in Pustkowie” (in Polish)
- Account: "Wir fahren aus Tharesianstadt"
- Contribution to a competition by Cesia Frymer and Pola Warszawska

**Volume 33. Correspondence between private individuals during and after the war**
- Letters (in Polish) to/from Aleksandra Koeller from Sweden and abroad written 1945-46 (covers private questions and issues relating to the war/concentration camps)
- Letters (in Polish) from Zakopane to different private individuals in Sweden (written 1945-46)
- Letters and cards exchanged between different people 1945-46

**Volumes 34-35. List of Polish citizens that came to Sweden from German concentration camps in 1945**

34. List of Polish citizens evacuated from German concentration camps (April – May 1945) by the Swedish Red Cross during the leadership of Count Folke Bernadotte, p. 198, *Polish Social Assistance for Refugees in Stockholm.*
List obywateli Polishich uratowanych z niemickich obozów koncentracyjnych na skutek akcji hr. Folke Bernadotte (kwiecien – May 1945), page 198, *Polski Opieka Spoleczna w Sztockholmie.*


**Volume 36. Material on concentration camp ex-prisoners’ journey and first time in Sweden, 1945**

36:1. Journey and arrival in Sweden
- Two copies of ex-prisoners’ handwritten "föreskrifter" (instructions) for journey from concentration camps to Sweden
- Reporting card for outward journey from Sweden for Danuta Gurdziel, 28.4.1945
- Group photograph from Ystad, 5.5.1945
- List (in three copies) of ex-prisoners from Ravensbrück that died in hospital in Lund 1945 and were buried in Norra Kyrkogården in Lund

36:2. Different lists of camps etc.
- List of "permanent" camps, 20.5.1945
- List of "permanent" camps, 29.5.1945
- List of "temporary" camps, 21.5.1945
• List of placement of Polish consulate officials and the camps for which they were contact persons, 21.5.1945
• List of camps, August 1945

36:3. Different lists of ex-prisoners’ placement in Sweden etc.
• List of 600 Polish women citizens placed in quarantine in two schools in Landskrona from 2.5 – 13.5.1945
• List of Polish women citizens placed in quarantine in Kommunala Flickskolan in Lund. 9.7.1945
• List of ex-prisoners placed in Klosterskolan in Lund, undated
• Handwritten list of ex-prisoners placed in Hallaryds camp between May-August 1945
• List of people who were lodgers/lived in apartments, undated
• List of women ex-prisoners working at the hospital in Lund, undated
• List of interns in girls’ school that were to work in the hospital in Lund, undated
• List (two copies) of persons, Parkskolan, Lund, undated and unspecified
• List of persons (probably placed in Idrotshallen 1), undated
• List of persons (probably placed in Idrotshallen 2), undated
• Parts of above list with a handwritten list of certain garments
• List of Polish emigrants resident in Skåne, undated
• Two sheets of notes: one with name of Elsa Leijon and one with name of Marta Birkowa

36:4. Different information sheets etc.
• Regulations at accommodation for evacuated persons (three notices)
• Information sheet (in Polish) for ex-prisoners arriving, 1945
• Draft of information sheet and sheet of notes (in Polish) for ex-prisoners arriving, undated
• Draft of information sheet and sheet of notes (in French) for ex-prisoners arriving, undated
• Draft of three information sheets (in Polish) for ex-prisoners, undated
• Copy of letter of thanks to Sweden (written by Z. Lakocinski in Polish and Swedish) from ex-prisoners handed to J. P. Peters (manager of Civil Defence in Lund), 8.8.1945

36:5. Material on ex-prisoners’ belongings
a) Letters and cards from private individuals regarding lost property on arrival in Sweden
b) Notes and lists of private persons and their belongings
c) Letters and lists from/to different authority representatives regarding private persons and their belongings
d) List of persons that left Östra Skolan in Kristianstad and their new addresses


---

5See also item 6 below
6See also Volume 50: List of keepsakes and other objects
• Letter (in Polish) from Zofia Dachiewiczowa to Zygmunt Lakocinski (with a list of Polish women citizens in Esperyd, 7.5.1945)
• Copy of letter (in Polish) from Hanna Rundqvist to Edwarda Jagiello, 16.5.1945
• Diary in Polish, 1946 (The Polish association of ex-prisoners of concentration camps in Munich)


37. Material on the Ravensbrück trial in Hamburg, 1946-1947
• List (four copies) of officials at Ravensbrück concentration camp compiled by Helena Strzelecka, 20.9.1945 and fair copy by Helena Dziedzicka
• Charges against officials at Ravensbrück compiled by Helena Strzelecka, 20.11.1945 and fair copy by Helena Dziedzicka and Krystyna Karier. Certificate of Stanisława Suchóń.
• Notes on visit by War Crimes Investigation Unit and preparations for the Ravensbrück trial
• List of testimonies sent to British before trial
• One ticket, two pass permits
• Eleven photographs from the trial in Hamburg
• Photo: Sylvia Salvesen (witness at the trial), dated Oslo 1947
• Four letters written during the war by Janina Iwanska from Ravensbrück (with Wanda Kiedrzynskas comments from 18.11.1968). Janina Iwanska was called as a witness to the trial in Hamburg
• Helena Dziedzicka’s handwritten notes taken at the trial (notebooks, A5 and A4)
• Helena Dziedzicka’s handwritten notes taken at the trial (loose sheets)
• Material concerning the trial
• Evidence against SS officers at the concentration camps: Karta ewidencyjna zbrodniarzy wojennych (3 sheets), Karta typowych przestępstw (4 sheets), 13.5.1945 and text in German

38. Material on the Ravensbrück trial in Hamburg, 1946-1947

38:1. Typed and handwritten material from/about the trial
• Typed and handwritten lists of the accused, defence lawyers, judges and witnesses
• Memo in Polish (two copies) by Helena Dziedzicka with lists of the accused, defence lawyers, prosecutor and judges
• Introductory address by the prosecutor (two copies), 3.12.1946 (in Polish), 3 pages

38:2. Accounts of the accused submitted before the trial
• Johann Schwarzhuber, no. 1: accounts (two copies) 15.8.1946 and 13.3.1946, 4 pages (Polish translation), accounts, undated, 2 pages (French translation)
- **Gustav Binder, no. 3**: accounts 22.8.1946, 1 page (English translation), accounts (two copies) 22.8.1946, 28.1.1946 and 1.11.1946, 3 pages (Polish translation)
- **Heinrich Peters, no. 4**: accounts (three copies) 14.8. 1946, 2-3 pages (Polish translation)
- **Dorothea Binz, no. 5**: accounts (three copies) 24.8.1945, 3-4 pages (Polish translation)
- **Margarete Mewes, no. 6**: accounts (three copies) 5.11.1946, 1 page (Polish translation)
- **Greta Bösel, no. 7**: accounts (three copies) 18.5.1946, 15.8.1946 and undated, 4-6 pages (Polish translation)
- **Eugenia von Skene, no. 8**: accounts (three copies) 5.11.1946, 1-2 pages (Polish translation)
- **Maria Carmen Mory, no. 9**: accounts 11.9.1946, 6 pages (English translation), accounts (in two copies) 11.9.1946, 5 pages (Polish translation), accounts (four copies) 4.11.1946, 1-2 pages (Polish translation)
- **Vera Salvequart, no. 10**: accounts (three copies) undated, 5-7 pages (Polish translation), accounts (in three copies) undated, 1 page (Polish translation), accounts (three copies) 23.11.1946, 1-2 pages (Polish translation)
- **Elisabeth Marschall, no. 11**: accounts (three copies) 24.11.1946, 2-3 pages (Polish translation)
- **Gerhard Schidlausky, no. 12**: accounts (three copies) 22.11.1946, 4-6 pages (Polish translation)
- **Percy Treite, no. 13**: accounts (four copies) 5.5. 1945, 14.8.1946 and 2.10.1946, 9 pages (Polish translation)
- **Rolf Rosenthal, no. 14**: accounts (three copies) 19.8. 1946 and 10.10. 1946, 2 pages (Polish translation)
- **Adolf Winkelmann, no. 15**: accounts (three copies) 4.11. 1946, 1 page (Polish translation)
- **Martin Hellinger, no. 16**: accounts (three copies) 6.9.1946, 1-2 pages (Polish translation)

**Amendments to accounts:**
- **Percy Treite, no. 13**: accounts 3.10.1946, 1 page (Polish translation),
- **Johann Schwarzhuber, no. 1**: accounts 15.8. 1946,13.3.1946 and 30.8.1946, 3 pages (Polish translation), **Gustav Binder, no. 3**: accounts 22.8.1946, 28.1.1946 and 1.11.1946, 3 pages (Polish translation), **Ludwik Ramdohr, no. 2**: accounts 21.8.1946, 23.8.1946 and 4.11. 1946, 3 pages (Polish translation)

38:3. **Interrogation of prosecution witnesses**
- **Sylvia Salvesen, no. 1**: witness background and interrogation 6.12.1946, 15 pages (in German), witness background and interrogation (four copies) 6.12.1946, 13 pages (Polish translation)
- **Helena Dziedzicka, no. 2**: interrogation (four copies) 7.12.1946, 11 pages (Polish translation)
- **Epker Neeltje, no. 3**: interrogation (two copies) undated, 4 pages (Polish translation), **Mary O’Shaughnessy, no. 4**: interrogation (two copies) undated, 2 pages (Polish translation), **Irene Ottelard, no. 5**: interrogation

38:4. Interrogation of the accused and defence witnesses, closing arguments of defence and prosecution and pronouncement of verdict

- Judges’ speech to the accused and interrogation of *Ludwig Ramdohr, no. 2* (in German), 16 pages
- Three copies of judges’ speech to the accused and interrogation of *Ludwig Ramdohr, no. 2* (Polish translation), 10 pages
- Two copies of: interrogation of *Vera Salvequart, no. 10, Elisabeth Marschall, no. 11, Gerhard Schidlausky, no. 12, Percy Treite, no. 13, Rolf Rosenthal, no. 14, Adolf Winkelmann, no. 15, Martin Hellinger, no. 16*, interrogation of defence witnesses, defence and prosecution closing arguments and pronouncement of the verdicts (Polish translation), 64 pages

38:5. Helena Dziedzicka’s typed observations from the trial

- Memo (two copies) of general observations from the trial (in Polish), 5 pages
- Memo (two copies) on the main points of the trial (in Polish), 7 pages
- Memo (two copies) on the accused (in Polish), 5 pages
- Memo (two copies) on the accused (in Polish), 4 pages
- Memo (two copies) on prosecution witnesses (in Polish), 4 pages
- Memo (two copies) on defence witnesses (in Polish), 3 pages
- Memo (two copies) on the pronouncement of the verdicts and reactions of those convicted (in Polish), 2 pages

38:6. Other matters

- A letter from Rose Perlmann regarding the Ravensbrück trials, Vienna, November 1948
Volume 39. Poetry and other literary works from the time of the occupation and concentration camps

39: 1
- Sheets of notes and notebooks with French poetry from concentration camps (handwritten)
- Poetry text in French that Anie Renaud gave to Krystyna Karier, 3.12.1944 (handwritten)
- Mainly handwritten poetry from concentration camps and from the time of the occupation (mostly in Polish)

39: 2
- Typed text (essays) in Polish written in the 1940’s
- Typed and handwritten poetry in different languages

39: 3
- Typed in Polish from 1940’s: poetry, songs, prayers etc.

Volumes 40-41. Photographs

40. Photographs and photographs from the war and the post-war years
- Photographs from Ewert Wrangel’s grave
- Photographs from different concentration camps:
  a) Dachau, Bergen-Belsen and others
  b) Ebensee (sent by journal "Glos Polishi")
  c) Dachau 1953
  d) Joanna Szydlowska in Ravensbrück
- Glass plate from Polish soldiers’ graves in Narvik and postcards from Narvik
- Glass plate depicting destruction in Poland during the occupation and concentration camps
- Personal photographs:
  a) three photographs of children (probably in concentration camps)
  b) parts of a photograph with a boy. On the reverse side is written Zofia Gajek and other names (PIZ note is attached to photograph)
  c) photograph with letter and notes (probably found in concentration camp)
  d) photographs found in Ravensbrück
  e) photograph with a letter "to my son”, coupons from concentration camp (with number ”3313”) and two small objects with number ”3313”
  f) photograph depicting four men in a park
- Photographs from the war: Łódz (with Leon Jakubowicz Ghetto model from 1947), Radom, Atlantvallen and Warsaw (the latter sent in 1940 by the Swedish Legation in Berlin)
- Postcard showing central Europe after the war
- Postcard found among prisoners’ belongings in Sweden (postcard from Denmark with name and a small Danish flag)

---

7 See also Volume 28: Material from concentration camps: notes and poems
• Photographs of the Polish army in the west during the war
• Photographs from Katyn 1943
• Photograph from billboards in May 1945, Sweden
• Two different sheets with comments on two different photographs from concentration camps when liberated by the Allies in 1945
• Photographs as "appendices" to a letter from Antoni Kropielnicki sent from Jerusalem, 12.9.1946 (with explanation written by K. Karier, 4.11.1946)

41. Photographs and caricatures from the war and the post-war years
• Brochure made for Jadwiga Simon-Pińkiewicz’s exhibition "Water colours and drawings from the concentration camp at Ravensbrück". Lund, 1945
• Portrait photographs of Jadwiga Simon-Pińkiewicz and Maja Berewska?
• Photograph of Kungsgatan in May 1945
• Caricature of Lakocinski? (from 1954)
• 6 caricatures: members of PIZ

Volume 42. Sketches and drawings from the war and the post-war years
• Two copies of sketches (in the form of postcards) from concentration camps
• Sketching block, photographs of sketches and three New Year cards with text in French
• Photographs of sketches showing conditions in concentration camps and during the occupation
• Sketches and drawings from and about the situation in concentration camps
• Photographs and copies of sketches showing conditions in concentration camps by Jadwiga Simon-Pińkiewicz
• Sketches showing different people, autumn 1945
• Helena and Viktor Berg’s vernissage pictures from 1947

Volume 43. PIZ and Zygmunt Lakociński. Miscellaneous documents

43:1. PIZ and Lakociński’s miscellaneous material about the war and Poland after 1945
• Serious times: To the Swedish people, 1939
• Manifeste pour L’Union Internationale des Déportes et Internés Juifs
• Papers concerning the International Refugee Organization (IRO)
• Documents concerning individuals and the situation in Poland after 1945

43:2. PIZ and Lakociński’s material on historical and cultural issues
• Application to Société des Nations. Typed copy in French, undated
• Report: De Polishe Biblioteker under Krigen. Dated May 1946 (in Danish)

• Lecture (in Polish) by Kazimierz Cimoszko about the November revolt of 1830, 29.11.1947
• Lecture (in Swedish) by Kazimierz Cimoszko on the Warsaw uprising in 1944, 28.8.1948
• Copy/draft of two articles (in Polish) about the painting: ”Matka Boska Czestochowska”, 1948
• Newspaper articles etc., 1863-1960
• Lecture (in English) by Juliusz Starzynski on Baudelaire, 28.5.1968

Volume 44. Documents on work at PIZ, 1944-1972

44:1. Documents, 1944-1945
- Memo regarding collection of research material on the Second World War, 26.2.1944, in Polish
- Guidelines for activities, 25.3. 1944
- Memo regarding the founding of PIZ and its organisation in one copy, 17.5.1945, in Polish
- Memo regarding Polish women’s intellectual work group in Lund, 20.6.1945, in Swedish
- Minutes, typed transcript, undated, in Polish
- A list of possible members for PIZ: one handwritten and one typed

44:2. Documents, 1946
- Letter in Swedish (copy), 9.1.1946
- Certificate in Swedish for Krystyna Karier, 9.1.1946
- Handwritten letter (in Polish) from PIZ staff to Z. Lakocinski, 22.3.1946
- Memo with one copy (in Polish), April 1946
- Handwritten letter of congratulations (in Polish) from PIZ staff Z. Lakocinski, 2.5.1946
- Letter in Swedish (copy), 20.5.1946
- Travel account (in Polish), 6.6.1946
- Travel account (in Swedish), 7.6.1946
- Travel account (in Polish), 7.6.1946
- Two copies of a certificate (in Swedish) concerning Luba Melchior, 3.8.1946
- Two copies of a Power of attorney (in Polish) for Luba Melchior, 3.8.1946
- Memo (in Polish), 3.9.1946
- Work report (two copies): 22.10.1945 - 30.9.1946 (in English), 10.10.1946
- Draft of work report: 22.10.1945 - 30.9.1946 (in English), 13.10.1946
- Memo (two copies in English), 13.10.1946
- Memo (in Swedish), 26.11.1946
- Two copies of a certificate (in English) for Helena Romana Dziedzicka, 30.11.1946
- Power of attorney (in Polish) with two copies for Helena Romana Dziedzicka, 30.11.1946
Certificate (in English) for Zofia Sokulska, 30.11.1946
Certificate for Wincenty Siakowski (in Polish), 1.12.1946
Certificate for Antoni Wieloch (in Polish), 1.12.1946
Certificate for Zbigniew Waruszynski (in Polish), 1.12.1946

44:3. Documents, 1947-1966
- Regulations for PIZ in five copies (in Polish), 20.2.1947
- Certificate for Helena Korewa (in Polish), 20.2.1947
- Certificate for Boleslaw Pasieczny (in Polish), 20.2.1947
- Lists that Lakocinski took on his visit to Britain in spring 1947
- Message in Polish (copy), 17.10.1947
- Handwritten message and two handwritten letters in Polish (copies), 28.10.1947
- Accounts in five copies (in Polish), 9.11.1947
- Letter in Polish (with one copy), 9.11.1947
- Message and one letter (in Polish), 17.11.1947
- Message and notes (in Polish), 20.11.1947
- Message (in Polish), 23.1.1948
- Letter (in Polish) from B. Kurowski to K. Karier with copy of a letter to PIZ, 28.1.1948
- Handwritten message (in Polish), 30.1.1948
- Message (in Polish), 5.2.1948
- Notes/message (in Polish), 10.10.1948, with a certificate of delivery
- List of typed testimonies sent to Swedish Institute of Foreign Affairs in Stockholm and to the Historical Institute in Lund, 7.2.1949
- Card of thanks (in Polish), August 1950
- Letter (in Polish), 20.9.1950, with appendix
- Letter (in Polish), 20.9.1950
- Handwritten certificate (in Swedish) for Helena Julia Miklaszewska, 29.9.1955
- Handwritten draft for a speech (in Polish) at the inauguration of a monument, undated
- Invitation (in Swedish and Polish) and short article in SDS regarding the unveiling of a monument in Lund for concentration camp prisoners, 27.10.1963
- Memo (in Polish) regarding PIZ work, 11.11.1966

44:4. Powers of attorney and certificates, 1946-1948
- Power of attorney for Zofia Sokulska and Helena Dziedzicka, 30.11.1946
- Power of attorney for USA for Zofia Hinkle (with certificate of receipt), 25.3.1947 and a list of testimonies sent to Swietlik, 18.4.1946
- Certificate (in Swedish) for Edmund Banasikowski, 5.5.1947
- Notes on Power of attorney for Slawa Stanislawska and Helena Niedzwiecka, 12.5.1947
- Helena Dziedzicka’s Power of attorney for Ludwika Broel Plater, 10.2.1948
- Luba Melchior’s Power of attorney for Krystyna Karier, 25.2.1948
- Announcement of Helena Dziedzicka, 9.3.1948
- Two copies of a Power of attorney for Eje Högestätt, 17.3.1948
44:5. Documents, undated (1945-1949)
- Handwritten note regarding PIZ work
- Handwritten certificate and handwritten Power of attorney (in Swedish) for Krystyna Jadwiga Karier, undated
- Appeal (in Polish) regarding the future of PIZ, undated
- Appeal (in Polish) with a copy regarding support for PIZ work, undated
- "Memo 1" (in Polish) regarding PIZ work, undated
- Incomplete copy (in Polish) of "Memo 1", undated
- "Memo 2" (in Polish) regarding PIZ work, undated
- Two handwritten sheets of notes (in Polish) regarding the founding of PIZ and deposition of material to Lund University Library (LUB), undated
- Typed and handwritten notes (in Polish) regarding PIZ work, undated
- Sheets of notes, undated

44:6. Minutes from meetings, 1945-1972
- Minutes from meeting with one copy (in Swedish), 22.11.1945
- Minutes from meeting/memo with one copy (in Polish), 22.11.1945
- Minutes from meeting (in Swedish), 16.2.1946
- Minutes from meeting/memo (in Polish) with two copies, 16.2.1946
- Notes (in Polish), 10.4.1946
- Minutes from meeting (in Polish) with three copies, 2.8.1946
- Handwritten draft to minutes from meeting (in Polish), 2.8.1946
- Minutes from meeting (in Polish), 20.9.1946
- Minutes from meeting (in Polish), 26.9.1946
- Minutes from meeting (in Polish) with two copies, 2.10.1946
- Basis for decision (in Polish) before PIZ meeting on 1 December, 1946, undated
- Incomplete copy of basis for decision (in Polish) before PIZ meeting on 1 December 1946, undated
- Incomplete minutes from meeting (in Polish), 1.2.1946
- Minutes from meeting (in Polish) with one handwritten copy, 1.12.1946
- Minutes from meeting (in Polish) with one copy, 28.12.1946
- Notes (in Polish), 18.1.1947
- Minutes from meeting (in Polish), 20.2.1947
- Minutes from meeting (in Polish) with one copy, 6.3.1947
- Minutes from meeting (in Polish) with one copy and appendix (regulations), 2.4.1947
- Minutes from meeting (in Polish) with two copies of which one handwritten, 7.5.1947
- Minutes from meeting (in Polish) with one copy, 10.7.1947
- Minutes from meeting (in Polish) with two copies of which one handwritten, 8.9.1947
- Minutes from meeting (in Polish) with one copy, 14.10.1947
- Minutes from meeting (in Polish) with appendices, 2.11.1947
- Minutes from meeting (in Polish) with notes, 6.2.1948
- Minutes from meeting 1 (in Polish) with appendix, 21.2.1948
- Minutes from meeting 2 (in Polish), 21.2.1948
- Minutes from meeting (in Polish), 31.3.1948
- Minutes from meeting (in Polish), 30.12.1972
44:7. Exhibition at Kulturen (Museum of Cultural History in Lund), 1966
   - Newspaper cuttings:
     Arbetet (two copies), 2.4.1966
     Skånska Dagbladet (two copies), 2.4.1966
     Kvällsposten (two copies), 3.4.1966
     Ystads Allehanda, 4.4.1966
     DN (two copies), 5.4.1966
     SDS (three copies), 2.4.1966, 4.4.1966, 5.4.1966
     Gazeta Krakowska, 23 - 24.4.1966
   - Four photographs

Volume 45. Documents on financial matters at PIZ, 1945-1967

45:1. Documents to/from Labour Market Commission, 1945-1946
   - 53 documents


45:3. Other financial documents, 1945-1967
   - Large cash-book (in Polish), 1945-1949
   - Cash details (in Polish), 1945-1949
   - Cash-book I (in Polish), 1945-1946
   - Cash-book II (in Polish), 1946-1948
   - List I (in Polish), of paying members, 1947
   - List II (in Polish), of paying members, 1947
   - Receipts I: travel, postage, stationery, 1945-1946
   - Receipts II: receipts, invoices and bank books, 1947-1967
   - Labour Market Commission forms
   - Labour Market Commission forms
   - Local Tax Authority forms
   - Labour Market Commission circulars 1944-1946

Volumes 46-47. Letters and documents exchanged between PIZ and authorities, institutions and organisations

46. Letters and documents: Sweden

   - Letter, 11.10.1945
   - Letter, 17.10.1945
   - Letter, 1.11.1945
   - Letter, 22.11.1945
   - Letter, 6.12.1945

9See also Volume 46:1: Letters and documents exchanged between PIZ and Labour Market Commission
10See also Volume 45: Documents on financial matters at PIZ, 1945-1967
• Letter, 9.12.1945
• Letter, 3.1.1946 (with handwritten copy, 27.12.1945)
• Letter, 28.2. 1946 (with handwritten copy, 28.2.1946)
• Letter, 8.4.1946 (two copies)
• Letter, 17.4.1946
• Letter, 6.5.1946
• Letter, 20.5.1946
• Letter, 7.6.1946
• Letter, 22.6.1946
• Certificate of receipt for registered letter, 16.7.1946
• Letter, 20.7.1946 (two copies)
• Letter, 22.7.1946 (two copies) and copies of three receipts
• Holiday information (two copies), 3.8.1946
• Letter, 3.8.1946
• Letter, 24.8.1946 (two copies)
• Letter, 24.9.1946 (two copies) and work report (handwritten copy), 22.9.1946, and certificate of receipt for registered letter 22.9.1946
• Letter, 30.10.1946 (two copies)
• Letter, 4.11.1946 (two copies)
• Letter, 8.12.1946 (two copies) and work report, 2.12.1946, and certificate of receipt for registered letter, 9.12.1946
• Letter, 11.12.1946 (two copies)
• Letter, 3.2.1947 (two copies)


• Letter (copy) from Labour Market Commission to Institute of Foreign Affairs, 16.7.1945, with appendix 12.7.1945
• Letter (copy) from Labour Market Commission to Institute of Foreign Affairs, 23.8. 1945
• Letter, 2.10.1945 (Lakocinski’s handwritten reply on reverse side, 6.10.1945)
• Telegram, 6.10.1945
• Letter, 10.10.1945 (Lakocinski’s handwritten reply on reverse side, 11.10.1945)
• Letter, 16.10.1945 with appendix: list of PIZ staff members
• Letter, 17.10.1945
• Letter, 30.10.1945 with appendix
• Letter, 21.11.1945 with appendix, 20.11.1945
• Letter (copy) from Labour Market Commission to Institute of Foreign Affairs, 24.11.1945
• Two handwritten letters, one from 8.12.1945 and one undated
• Letter, 19.12.1945
• Letter, 4.1.1946
• Letter, 7.1.1946 with appendix, 5.1.1946
• Letter, 17.1.1946
• Letter, 22.1.1946
• Letter, 29.1.1946

11See also Volume 45: Documents on financial matters at PIZ, 1945-1967
• Letter (copy) from Labour Market Commission
• To financial department, Lund University, 6.2.1946
• Letter, 18.2.1946
• Letter, 23.2.1946
• Letter, 4.3.1946
• Letter, 19.3.1946
• Letter, 21.3.1946
• Letter, 29.3.1946
• Letter, 5.4.1946
• Circular from Lund University with copies of documents from Labour Market Commission, 25.4.1946
• Letter, 4.5.1946
• Letter, 27.5.1946
• Letter, 8.6.1946
• Letter, 14.6.1946 with appendix, 21.5. 1946
• Letter, 19.6.1946
• Letter, 25.6.1946
• Letter, 20.7.1946
• Letter, 16.8.1946
• Letter, 21.8.1946
• Letter (copy) from Labour Market Commission to financial department, Lund University, 24.8.1946
• Letter, 29.8.1946
• Letter, 17.9.1946
• Letter, 3.10.1946
• Letter, 2.11.1946 (with two copies)
• Letter, 9.12.1946
• Letter (two copies), 19.12.1946
• Letter, 30.12.1946
• Letter, 25.2.1947

46:3. Documents to/from Labour Market Commission, Stockholm, concerning PIIZ staff members, 1945-1946
• Declaration of obtaining work in state archives, 1945, undated
• Travel document for Helena Miklaszewska (County labour board in Kristianstad), 20.10.1945
• One letter and one copy of a letter from and to E. Lindblom (County labour board in Västerås), 1945
• Statements of earnings, 1945, 1946
• Information for census registration, undated
• Declaration for archive work, 1946
• Testimonial for refugees doing archive work, 1946

46:4. Letters/documents to/from Institute of Foreign Affairs (UI), Stockholm, 1945-1949
• Letter (copy), 4.7.1945
• Letter, 17.7.1945
• Letter, 24.8.1945

12See also Volume 45: Documents on financial matters at PIIZ, 1945-1967
• Telegram, 24.8.1945
• Letter (copy), 1.9.1945
• Letter, 4.9.1945
• Letter (copy), 7.10.1945
• Letter, 12.10.1945
• Letter, 7.11.1945
• Letter (copy), 7.6.1946, with appendix (journey to Norway)
• Letter (copy), 24.9.1946
• Letter (copy), 13.11.1946
• Letter, 19.11.1946
• Letter (copy), 8.12.1946
• Letter, 16.12.1946
• Letter, 25.1.1947
• Letter (copy), 3.2.1947
• Letter (copy), 12.5.1947, with list of minutes: 17.10.1946-12.5.1947
• Letter (copy), 21.7.1947
• Letter, 23.7.1947
• Handwritten cards and letters (from Sven Dahl), undated
• Agreement between UI and Z. Lakocinski, 12.4.1949

46:5. Copies of letters/documents to Board of Refugees, Stockholm, 1945
• Letter, 13.9.1945
• Letter, 27.9.1945

• Permit for Krystyna Jadwiga Karier, 15.12.1945, 9.1.1946, 23.4.1946
• Residence permit for Krystyna Jadwiga Karier, 1946
• Registration form (for Helena Romana Dziedzicka) to Polish consulate in Stockholm, 7.3.1946
• Letter (two copies), 13.4.1946
• Letter with three appendices (written by Stanislaw Domoslawski), 21.12.1946
• Letter (for Stanislaw Domoslawski), 27.12.1946
• Letter, 18.3.1947 (two handwritten replies by Lakocinski on reverse side: 19.3. and 31.3.1947)
• Letter (copy), 31.3.1947
• Letter, 20.5.1947
• Letter, 30.5.1947
• Letter, 13.6.1947
• Letter, 14.6.1947
• Letter (copy), 21.7.1947
• Letter, 22.7.1947
• Letter, 12.8.1947
• Letter (copy), 30.8.1947
• Letter, 22.9. 1947, with appendix
• Aliens’ Department appeal (in Polish) to Polish refugees in Sweden who intend to return to Poland, undated

• Letter (two copies), 10.10.1947
• Letter, 21.10.1947
• Letter, 23.8.1948
• Letters (copy and one handwritten copy), 28.8.1948
• Handwritten minutes (in Polish) from meeting, 13.10.1946
• Minutes (in German) from meeting, 13.10.1946
• Letter, 1.11.1948

• Letter, 16.5.1946
• Letter (copy), 10.6.1946
• Letter, 14.6.1946
• Letter (copy), 15.6.1946
• Letter, 16.6.1946
• Letter (copy), 6.7.1947
• Letter, 28.9.1946
• Letter, 1.10.1946
• Letter (copy), 21.10.1946
• Letter, 31.10.1946
• Accounts from visit to Stockholm, 7.11.1946
• Letter 1 (copy), 13.11.1946
• Letter 2 (copy), 13.11.1946, with certificate of receipt, 16.11.1946

• Letter (copy), 21.11.1945
• Letter (copy), 26.4.1946
• Letter (copy), 6.6.1946
• Letter, 11.6.1946, with appendix

46:10. Letters/documents to/from Polishi Komitet Pomocy w Szwecji (Polish Aid Committee in Sweden), Stockholm, 1946-1947
• Letter, 11.11.1946
• Letter (copy), 18.11.1946, with certificate of receipt and two appendices
• Letter, 29.3.1947
• Letter (copy), 30.3.1947
• Letter 1, 26.4.1947
• Letter 2, 26.4.1947
• Letter (copy), 28.4.1947
• Letter (copy), 8.5.1947, with appendix
• Letter (copy), 9.9.1947
• Letter, 12.9.1947
• Letter (two copies), 14.9.1947
• Letter (copy), 16.10.1947, with certificate of receipt
• Letter, 17.10.1947
• Letter (two copies), 20.10.1947
• Letter, 5.11.1947
• Letter (copy), 7.11.1947

46:11. Letters/documents to/from Rada Uchodzstwa Polishiego w Szwecji (Polish

- Letter, 21.8.1946
- Regulations, undated
- Appeal to Polish citizens in Sweden, undated
- Handwritten letter, 23.8.1946
- Letter in two parts (copy), 22.9.1946
- Letter, 23.9.1946 (with two appendices)
- Letter (postcard), 14.10.1946
- Recommendation in three copies (copies), 14.10.1946
- Letter (copy), 17.10.1946
- Letter, 23.10.1946
- Letter in two copies (copy), 14.11.1946
- Letter, 18.11.1946
- Letter in two copies (copy), 22.11.1946
- Letter (copy), 9.12.1946
- Letter in two copies (copy), 12.12.1946
- Questionnaire regarding PIZ work, undated
- Letter/questions to Polish Council for Refugees in Sweden (two copies), undated
- Application for Power of Attorney in two copies, 8.1.1947
- Letter, 8.1.1947
- Memo in three copies, 1.2.1947
- Letter (two copies), 3.2.1947
- Letter (copy), 7.2.1947 (with notes, 8.12.1947 and meeting items, 22-23.2.1947)
- Letter (two copies), 28.2.1947
- Letter, 4.3.1947
- Letter (postcard), 10.3.1947
- Letter 1 (copy), 12.3.1947
- Letter 2 (two copies), 12.3.1947
- Letter (three copies), 17.3.1947 (with two appendices: letter to/from British Consulate 14.3.1947 and 19.3.1947)
- Letter (two copies), 30.3.1947 (with five appendices)
- Letter (two copies), 14.4.1947 (with one appendix)
- Letter in two copies, 15.4.1947
- Letter, 16.4.1947
- Letter (three copies), 17.4.1947
- Letter (two copies), 20.4.1947
- Letter 1, 22.4.1947
- Letter 2, 22.4.1947
- Letter (copy), 23.4.1947
- Letter (two copies), 26.4.1947
- Letter, 30.4.1947 (with appendix: Appeal to Polish citizens in Sweden, undated)
- Letter (two copies), 7.5.1947
- Letter (two copies), 12.5.1947
- Letter, 16.5.1947
- Letter (copy), 19.5.1947
• Letter, 1.7.1947
• Letter (two copies), 21.7.1947 (with appendices)
• Letter 1, 7.8.1947
• Letter 2 (copy), 7.8.1947
• Letter with one copy, 26.8.1947
• Letter (copy), 30.8.1947
• Agenda with copy, 2.9.1947 (before meeting 27 - 28.9.1947)
• Letter (two copies), 9.9.1947 (with appendices)
• Letter, 16.9.1947
• Letter (postcard), 24.9.1947
• Letter 1 (copy), 24.9.1947
• Letter 2 (copy), 24.9.1947
• Regulations in four copies, 27-28.9.1947 (two undated)
• Minutes in two copies, 27-28.9.1947
• Letter (two copies), 10.10.1947
• Letter/message (copy), 16.10.1947
• Letter (two copies), 17.10.1947
• Letter, 14.1.1948
• Letter (copy), 4.2.1948
• Letter (copy), 10.2.1948
• Letter (copy), 25.2.1948
• Undated handwritten notes/letter
• Letter, 8.3.1948
• Letter (two copies), 12.3.1948
• Letter (copy), undated
• Letter, 31.3.1948 (with appendix)
• Letter, 28.4.1948
• Letter, 30.4.1948
• Letter (two copies), 7.5.1948
• Letter (copy), 12.10.1948, with appendices (two copies of letters to SDS and handwritten notes)
• Letter, 3.11.1948
• Letter (copy), 22.2.1949
• Information sheet (no. 2), 1.3.1949
• Memo (copy), April 1949 (with two undated appendices)
• Information sheet (no. 3), 15.5.1949
• Letter, 5.10.1949
• Sheet of notes, undated
• Memo, undated
• Information sheet, 30.5.1950
• Letter, 12.11.1965
• Letter (copy), 19.11.1965
• Appeal to Polish citizens in Sweden, 28.11.1968
• Information sheet, undated
• Letter (handwritten copy), 20.10.1970
• Receipt, 27.10.1970
• Information sheet, December 1970
• Election rules, 10.5.1973, with appendices (one from 28.5.1973)
• Miscellaneous documents, undated

A. Polski Związek ByłychWieźniów Politycznych w Szwecji (Polish Association for ex-political prisoners), Stockholm
- Letter, 28.1.1948
- Letter (copy), 3.2.1948
- Letter (copy), 14.3.1948
- Letter, 11.6.1948

B. Stowarzyszenie Polskich Kombatantów, Oddział Szwecja
(Polish Combatants’ Association in Sweden), Malmö and Stockholm
- Letter, 12.12.1946
- Letter (two copies), 16.12.1946
- Letter (copy), 15.4.1947, with appendix
- Letter, 12.1.1954

C. Zjednoczenie Polskie w Szwecji, Stockholm
- Letter, 27.11.1948
- Letter, 10.3.1949
- Letter, 10.11.1949
- Regulations, undated

D. Związek b. Zolnierzy Bataljonów Chlopskich, Stockholm
- Letter, 28.10.1947
- Letter (two copies), 4.11.1947


A. Göteborgs Handels- and Sjöfartstidning, Göteborg
- Letter, 11.3.1947
- Letter (two copies), 13.3.1947
- Letter, 17.3.1947

B. Wiadomosci Polskie, Stockholm
- Letter (copy), 28.12.1946
- Letter (copy), 13.3.1947
- Letter 17.3.1947
- Letter (copy), 12.5.1947
- Letter (copy), 17.7.1947

- Copy of a letter (?) to Royal Library regarding the journal Polak, 16.9.1947

Volume 47. Letters and documents exchanged between PIZ and authorities, institutions and organisations abroad

47:1. Letters/documents to/from War Crimes Investigation Unit, Germany, 1946-
1948
- Letter (copy) with appendices, 13.4.1946
- Letter, 16.4.1946
- Letter (copy), 18.6.1946
- Letter (copy) with appendix, 17.7.1946, with certificate of receipt (18.7.1946)
- Letter, 16.8.1946
- Letter, 24.8.1946
- Letter (copy) with appendix and certificate of receipt, 22.8.1946
- Letter (two copies) with appendix, 5.9.1946
- Letter (copy) with certificate of receipt, 10.9.1946
- Certificate (with sex copies), 21.9.1946
- Letter (with four appendices), 23.9.1946
- Letter (with five copies), 4.10.1946
- Handwritten letter (with eight copies), 9.10.1946
- Letter (copy) with certificate of receipt, 12.10.1946
- Letter, 1.11.1946
- Letter (copy), 4.11.1946
- Letter, 28.11.1946
- Three telegrams: 28.11., 29.11., 30.11.1946
- Certificate of receipt, 28.11.1946
- Letter, 10.2.1947
- Letter, 28.3.1947
- Certificate of receipt, 19.3.1947
- Letter (copy) with appendix, 30.3.1947
- Letter (copy), 10.4.1947
- Letter, 22.4.1947
- Letter, 15.9.1948
- Letter (five copies) and comments, 8.10.1948
- Letter, 25.10.1948

47:2. Letters/documents to/from Norwegian Association of Political Prisoners, Oslo, Norway, 1946
- Letter 1 (copy), 26.6.1946
- Letter 2 (copy), 26.6.1946
- Letter, 9.7.1946
- Handwritten letter, 13.8.1946
- Letter, 16.7.1946
- Letter 1 (two copies), 24.8.1946
- Letter 2 (copy), 24.8.1946
- Letter, 29.8.1946
- Letter, 17.9.1946
- Letter (copy), 25.9.1946 (with certificate of receipt)
- Letter (two copies), 21.11.1946
- Letter, 28.12.1946
- K. F. Riksadvokaten (Crown Prosecutor) "Spørreskjema til tidligere tysklansfanger" (Questionnaire for ex-prisoners in Germany), undated
47:3. Letters to/from Ministers Sprawiedliwosci, Glowna Komisja Badania
Zbrodni Hitlerowskich Polscie (Ministry of Justice, Main Commission for
Investigation of Nazi Crimes in Poland), Warsaw, Poland, 1946-1969
- Letter, 30.11.1946
- Letter (copy), 3.1.1947
- Letter, 6.2.1948
- Letter (two copies), 23.2.1948
- Letter, 22.6.1966
- Letter, 7.8.1967
- Letter, 11.9.1967
- Letter, 5.3.1969

47:4. Letters/documents to/from Prezydium Rady Ministrów: Instytut Pamięci
Narodowej (Council of Ministers: Institute of National Remembrance),
Warsaw, Poland 1945-1969
- Letter (copy), 23.10.1945
- Letter (two copies) with appendix and certificate of receipt, 4.5.1946
- Letter, 24.5.1946
- Letter (copy), 26.6.1946
- Letter, 21.8.1946
- Letter (with two copies), 31.10.1946
- Letter (three copies), 14.11.1946
- Letter, 29.11.1946
- Letter (with one copy), 20.1.1947
- Letter, 28.1.1947
- Letter 1 (copy) with one appendix, 14.3.1947
- Letter 2 (copy) with two appendices, 14.3.1947
- Letter with one appendix, 31.3.1947 (appendix in box 24)
- Handwritten letter, 11.4.1947
- Letter, 29.4.1947
- Letter (copy), 5.5.1947
- Letter, 6.5.1947
- Letter (two copies) 14.5.1947
- Letter (with one copy), 16.5.1947
- Letter (copy), 27.5.1947
- Handwritten letter, 18.6.1947
- Letter (copy), 23.6.1947
- Letter (two copies), 21.7.1947
- Handwritten letter, 3.8.1947
- Handwritten letter, 6.8.1947
- Letter 1 (two copies), 20.8.1947
- Letter 2 (two copies), 20.8.1947
- Handwritten letter (copy) with appendices, 3.9.1947, certificate of receipt 3.10.1947
- Letter, 1.10.1947
- Letter (two copies) with appendix, 16.10.1947
- Handwritten letter (copy) with certificate of receipt, 22.10.1947
- Letter with appendix, 23.10.1947
- Letter (three copies) with appendix, 27.10.1947
• Handwritten letter, 10.11.1947
• Letter (copy), 19.11.1947
• Letter (copy), 2.3.1948
• Handwritten letter, 30.4.1948
• Handwritten letter, 3.7.1948
• Letter, 8.7.1948
• Letter (copy), 8.10.1948
• Letter with appendix, 28.10.1948
• Handwritten letter, 14.11.1948
• Handwritten letter, 24.11.1948
• Letter, 8.4.1949
• Letter, 16.5.1949
• Letter (two copies), 21.5.1949
• Letter, 23.5.1949
• List of transport lists sent, 25.5.1949
• Handwritten letter, 14.6.1958
• Handwritten letter (copy), 25.6.1958
• Letter, 17.7.1958
• Handwritten letter (copy), 24.7.1958
• Handwritten letter, 1.8.1968
• Handwritten letter, 14.7.1969
• Questionnaire regarding concentration camps, undated

47:5. Letters/documents to/from Polski Czerwony Krzyz, Poland, (Polish Red Cross), 1945-1948
• Letter (copy), 3.12.1945
• Letter, 5.12.1945
• Letter (with appendix), 22.12.1945
• Letter (copy), 22.8.1946
• Letter (copy), 23.6.1947
• Letter (two copies), 16.10.1947, certificate of receipt 21.10.1947
• Letter, 23.1.1948


A. Uniwersytet Jagiellonski w Krakowie (Jagellonian University in Krakow)
• Letter (copy) with appendix and certificate of receipt, 16.11.1946
• Letter (copy), 27.7.1947
• Letter, 9.9.1947
• Letter (two copies) with appendix, 6.11.1947, with certificate of receipt (8.11.1947)
• Letter, 9.12.1947

B. Instytut Zachodni (Western Institute), Poznan
• Letter (copy), 18.3.1946
• Invoice, 8.5.1946
• Letter (copy), 3.6.1946
• Letter (copy), 21.11.1946
• List of books donated by LUB, undated
• Letter, 23.4.1958
C. Panstwowe Muzeum Oswiecm Brzezinka (State Museum of Oswiecim Brzezinka/Auschwitz-Birkenau)
   - Letter, 18.6.1971
   - Letter (copy), 8.7.1971

47:7. Letters/documents to/from American Relief for Poland, Chicago, USA, 1946-1950
   - Letter (copy) with appendices, 12.4.1946
   - Letter (copy), 16.5.1946
   - Letter (copy), 6.6.1946
   - Letter (copy) with appendix, 15.6.1946
   - Letter, 5.7.1946
   - Letter (copy), 14.11.1946
   - Letter with appendix, 2.2.1950
   - Letter from Columbia University, New York, 17.5.1949

   - Letter, 1.4.1947
   - Letter (copy) with appendix, 12.4.1947
   - Letter (two copies), 5.5.1947
   - Letter, 14.6.1947
   - Letter, 27.6.1947
   - Letter (two copies), 23.7.1947
   - Letter, 4.11.1947
   - Letter (two copies), 13.11.1947
   - Letter (two copies), 26.2.1948
   - Letter (two copies), 3.9.1948

47:9. Letter/documents to/from Polish institutions and organisations in Britain, 1946-1958

A. Studium Polski Podziemnej (The Polish Underground Movement Study Trust), London
   - Letter (copy) from British Consulate in Malmö, 14.3.1947
   - Letter (copy) to British Consulate in Malmö, 19.3.1947
   - Letter (two copies), 5.7.1947
   - Letter, 16.7.1947
   - Letter (copy), 21.8.1947
   - Letter (three copies), 26.9.1947
   - Letter (two copies), 30.9.1947
   - Handwritten notes (letter) from beginning of 1948
   - Letter (two copies), 26.2.1948
   - Letter (two copies) with appendix, 2.3.1948
   - Letter (two copies), 30.3.1948
   - Letter (copy), 27.7.1948
   - Letter, 1.1.1949
   - Letter (copy), 27.1.1949
• Letter (copy), 23.3.1949
• Letter, 9.4.1949
• Letter, 11.6.1953

B. Instytut Historyczny Generala Sikorskiego (The General Sikorski Historical Institute), London

• Letter (two copies), 23.1.1947
• Letter, 22.2.1947
• Letter (two copies), 5.5.1947
• List (in two copies) of books left by the Polish Research Centre in London to PIZ, 11.6 and 12.6.1947
• Information on Sikorski Institute’s work, undated
• Information on Sikorski Institute’s work, 1.4.1955-31.1.1956
• Letter (copy), 6.5.1956
• Letter, 29.5.1956

C. Other Polish organisations in Britain

• Parts of an appeal, undated (probably from spring 1945)
• Letter (copy), 9.9.1946
• Letter (copy), 24.10.1946
• Letter (three copies), 16.11.1946
• Letter (two copies), 22.11.1946
• Letter (copy) to Kusnierz, 20.2.1947
• Letter (copy) to Folkierski, 20.2.1947
• Letter, 7.3.1947
• Letter (copy), 5.5.1947
• Letter (copy), 12.5.1947
• Letter, 20.2.1947
• Letter (typed copy and handwritten copy), 27.3.1947
• Letter/cards, 1.4.1947
• Letter, 27.10.1947
• Letter (copy), 10.2.1948
• Letter (two copies), 22.12.1947
• Letter, 24.12.1948
• Letter, January 1951
• Information on work, April 1951
• Information on meeting, 26.2.1952
• Letter, 6.3.1952
• Letter (copy), 10.3.1952
• Information sheet, 11.4.1958
• Information on work, undated

47:10. Letters/documents to/from Polish institutes and organisations in USA, 1943 - 1956

A. Polski Instytut Naukowy w Ameryce (Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences in America), New York

• Letter, 27.9.1943
• Letter (copy), 2.1.1947
• Handwritten letter, 17.1.1947
• Letter, 27.1.1947
• Letter (copy), 13.3.1947
• Letter, 16.6.1947
• Letter (two copies), 2.1.1948
• Letter, 22.1.1948
• Letter with appendix, 27.1.1948

B. Polish American Congress, Inc, Chicago
• Letter (two copies), 14.11.1946
• Letter, 2.12.1946
• Letter (two copies), 11.12.1946
• Letter (copy), 2.1.1947
• Letter, 13.1.1947
• Letter (two copies), 13.3.1947

C. Kongres Wolnej Kultury Polskiej (World Congress of Free Polish Culture), New York
• Information letter, 12.4.1956
• Letter with appendices, 25.4.1956
• Telegram (copy), 6.5.1956
• Letter (copy), 6.5.1956
• Letter, 8.5.1956
• Information/programme, 10.6.1956
• Information, 10.7.1956
• Letter, 3.8.1956
• Letter, 8.8.1956

47:11. Letters/documents to/from Polish institutes and organisations in other countries, 1945-1955

A. Instytut Polski w Bejrucie (Institut Polonais pour la Litterature et la Science\textsuperscript{13}), Lebanon
• Letter, 3.9.1946
• Letter (copy), 13.11.1946
• Letter, 25.11.1946
• Letter (copy), 14.3.1947
• Letter, 15.3.1947
• Letter with appendix (Power of attorney), 25.3.1947
• Letter with appendix, 12.4.1947
• Letter, 23.4.1947
• Letter, 22.8.1947
• Letter, 1.3.1948
• Letter (copy), 11.3.1948

B. Komitet Opieki nad grobami in rejestracji zmarlych na ter. Schleswig-Holstein, Germany
• Letter, 14.9.1946

\textsuperscript{13}This was probably the name of the French institute.
• Letter (copy), 15.10.1946
• Letter, 26.10.1946
• Letter, 10.1.1947
• Letter (copy), 20.2.1947
• Letter (copy) to Zwiasek Polaków w Lubece (The Polish Association at Lübeck), 19.8.1946
• Letter from Osteuropa-Handbuch, Göttingen, 16.6.1953

C. La Voz de Polonia en el Uruguay, Uruguay
• Excerpt from "Revista National", 11.6.1948
• Two copies of one letter?, 8.9. and 10.9.1949
• Letter, 15.9.1949
• Letter, 30.9.1949
• Letter (two copies), 20.10.1949
• Letter with appendices, January 1950

D. Polski Instytut Naukowy w Belgii, Belgium
• Letter (two copies), 6.6.1947
• Letter with appendix, 21.6.1947
• Letter (four copies), 22.7.1947
• Letter, 18.8.1947
• Letter (copy), 24.10.1947
• Letter, 22.11.1947

E. Polak w Indiach (Polish Union in India), India
• Letter, 28.3.1947
• Letter (copy), 22.4.1947

F. Freunde des Polenmuseums Rapperswil (Amis du Musée Polonais Rapperswil), Switzerland
• Letter, 5.1.1955
• Letter, 8.1.1955
• Letter (copy), 11.1.1955

G. Stowarzyszenie Wilnian we Francji (Association des Vilnois en France), France
• Letter (copy), 13.2.1946
• Handwritten letter, 28.12.1946
• Letter (copy), 3.1.1947

47:12. Letter to/from Polish journals etc. abroad, 1946-1960

A. Dziennik Polski in Dziennik Zolnierza (Polish Daily & Soldiers’ Daily), Britain
• Letter (copy) with appendix, 2.7.1946
• Letter (copy), 26.8.1946
• Letter (copy), 30.5.1948

B. Bellona, Britain
• List of "Bellona” 1940-1944
• Letter, 5.4.1948
• Letter (two copies), 20.4.1948
• Letter (copy), 17.5.1955
• Letter (copy), 12.1.1959
• Letter (copy), 12.1.1960

C. Glos Polski (Polish Voice), Austria
• Letter, 6.10.1946
• Letter (copy), 19.10.1946
• Letter, 13.11.1946
• Letter (copy) with appendix, 13.12.1946, with certificate of receipt
• Letter, 29.1.1947 (re. photographs from Ebensee)
• Letter, 1.5.1947
• Letter, 21.7.1947

D. Informacja prasowa, Germany
• Letter (two copies) with appendix, 12.5.1947
• Letter (two copies), 29.11.1947

E. Kultura, France
• Letter, 16.4.1955
• Letter (copy), 23.4.1955
• Letter, 25.4.1955
• Letter (copy), 6.6.1955
• Letter (copy), 9.10.1957

F. Labour in Exile, France
• Letter (copy), 12.1.1959

G. Narodowiec, France
• Letter (copy), 3.2.1948
• Letter, 9.2.1948
• Letter (copy), 23.2.1948
• Letter (copy), 12.1.1959
• Letter (copy), 13.1.1960

H. Orzel Bialy, Belgium
• Letter (copy) with appendix, 19.6.1946
• Letter (copy) with appendix, 28.10.1948
• Letter, 5.11.1948

I. Przelotem, Lebanon
• Letter, 16.7.1947

• Letter (copy), 12.11.1946
• Letter, 3.12.1946
• Letter (two copies), 11.12.1946
• Letter, 20.12.1946
• Letter (copy), 2.1.1947


• Letter (copy), 5.11.1946
• Letter, 21.12.1946
• Contract draft, 1946
• Letter 1 (copy), 2.1.1947
• Letter 2 (copy), 2.1.1947
• Letter (copy), 19.2.1947
• Letter (copy), 10.3.1947, with certificate of receipt, 12.3.1947
• Letter with appendix, 17.3.1947
• Letter/cards, 10.4.1947
• Letter with appendix, 20.4.1947
• Letter (two copies), 24.4.1947
• Letter, 29.4.1947
• Letter (copy), 5.5.1947
• Letter (copy), 15.12.1947
• Letter, 15.1.1948
• Letter, 15.2.1948
• Letter (two copies) with appendix (contract draft), 21.4.1948
• Letter (copy) with appendix, 28.4.1948
• Letter, 19.5.1948
• Letter (two copies), 29.5.1948, with one contract draft
• Letter, 3.6.1948
• Letter from Aktiebolaget Nordiska Bookhandeln (with one copy), 9.7.1948
• Letter (two copies), 22.7.1948
• Receipt from USA’s Consulate in Stockholm, 27.1. and 11.4.1949
• List of archive material
• Article, SDS, 25.5.1960
• Letter (copy), 6.6.1972
• Letter (copy), 9.6.1972
• Letter, M. Lakocinski to Z. Lakocinski, 12.6.1972
• Letter, 19.6.1972
• Letter (copy), 4.9.1972

Volumes 48-50. Correspondence between PIZ and private individuals:

48. Letter A - IN
49. Letter J - M
50. Letter N - Z (and letter with unclear name)

Volume 51. Lists of keepsakes and other objects

a) Handwritten list of keepsakes and their owners. Listed by an ex-prisoner, undated.

b) Handwritten lists of objects, keepsakes, literary works, etc. Listed by PIZ
c) PIZ list of records. Typed list of documents and objects, 15.5.1947

d) Two handwritten and one typed list of records, undated

e) List of objects from Ravensbrück concentration camp donated to PIZ in 1946 by Ludwika Broel Plater

f) PIZ description of objects. Stored with the objects

**Volume 52. Printing blocks, glass plates and negatives**

1. Five printing blocks: map of Sweden, historical and religious motifs
2. Twelve boxes with glass plates depicting:
   a) Czestochowa (2)
   b) Gdynia (1)
   c) Kraków and surroundings (3)
   d) Lviv/Lwów (1)
   e) Slask/Schlesien (1)
   f) Warsaw (2)
   g) Wilno/Vilnius (1)
   h) Portrait of Poland’s kings (1)
3. One large box with glass plates depicting Poland and its cultural legacy in the interwar period
4. One wooden box with glass plates depicting Poland and its cultural legacy in the interwar period
5. Five negative films in a small wooden box:
   a) One negative film with photographs in books "Swedish encyclopaedia” and "From Poltava to Bender” and probably photographs in the list and documents regarding prisoners sent from Ravensbrück concentration camp to the death camp "Mitwerda” 6.4.1945
   b) Two negative films from 1945 depicting Jadwiga Simon-Pietkiewicz sketches from/of Ravensbrück concentration camp
   c) One negative film depicting Poland before, during and after the war
   d) One negative film depicting Poland and its cultural legacy
6. A small box with glass plates depicting conditions in Poland during the war

**Volume 53. Books**

53:1. PIZ books

- Folke Bernadotte, "The end: my humanitarian negotiations in Germany in spring 1945 and their political consequences”, Stockholm 1946
- J. Levin Carlbom, "The three-day battle at Warschau, 18-20 July 1656 and the smaller pitched battles of 1655 and 1656”, Stockholm 1906
- Card index of some of the books in the Swedish-Polish association’s library, 46 sheets
- Five copies of: "Wspomnienia z niemieckich obozów koncentracyjnych.”

---

14See Volume 30: Material from concentration camps: card index, lists etc.
53.2. Books that were probably taken to Sweden by ex-prisoners of concentration camps

- Parts of a book on the German language published in occupied Poland 1940
- Paul Claudel, "La Messe La-Bas", Paris 1941
- Yrjö von Grönhagen, "Finnische Gespräche", Berlin 1941
- A book in German – probably the second part of "Der Spielmann" by Friedrich Lienhard
- A book in Polish with excerpts from Lord Byron and Adam Mickiewicz’s production

Volume 54. Documents transferred from Kulturen (Museum of Cultural History in Lund) in December 2004

1 Album with congratulations, covered in cotton cloth, the initials HB embroidered in cotton on the cover, 6.3 x 3 cm. On the inside can be read "Magdeburg” 2.3.1943

2 Prescription from the prison pharmacy in Warsaw, 29 February 1944. 10.5 x 7.5 cm

3 Sheet of poetry, 8.6 x 5.7 cm “In memory of a young French girl who will never forget your gentle smile” Denise, Ravensbrück 8.12.1944

4 Handwritten, personal prayer to the Virgin Mary

5 Letter or poem by Irena K, Ravensbrück, December 1942

6 Latin textbook, written from memory in Ravensbrück 1943 by Mrs. Wanda Madlerowa, green cover, 22 x 15 cm

7 Calendar with cover in cotton with flower pattern, in plain weave, 8 x 5 cm, 1945

8 Calendar with cover in red satin, running stitch in silk thread on first page reads "Victoire", Ravensbrück 1945. 4.5 x 3 cm

Sent to Z. Lakocinski by the journal "Glos Polski" in Austria
9 Two calendars, in the bottom right hand corner can be read ....Slowak, Grazyna Kobylinska, Hanna Tomaszewska. Large: 12 x 8 cm; small, 10.5 x 7 cm

10 Notebook containing names, addresses, prayers, poems, thoughts; paper cover, cord in green wool thread, 11x 7.5 cm. Owned by Mrs. Krolewska

11 Fragment of devotional manual with pictures of saints

12 Four pieces of cardboard from a lamp factory in the camp. The dream of Virgin Mary can be read on the reverse side.

13 Booklet, Ravensbrück 15 V 1943, Jadwiga K.

14 Text written on reverse side of a piece of a German newspaper. Another version of the Virgin Mary’s dream, 32 x 23 cm

15 Small notebook with cover in black artificial silk, 3 x 3 cm, containing the poem "If" by Rudyard Kipling

16 Album with cloth cover in flower-pattern plain cotton weave, containing sentences in different languages such as English, Latin, French, Italian, German, Czech, Slovene, Serbian. 5.1 x 4 cm

17 Handwritten French booklet of poetry with card cover 9.5 x 7cm containing poems by Verlaine, Ronsard, Baudelaire and others

18 Notebook of camp poetry, 20.5 x 17 cm. Contains list in alphabetical order of titles of camp poetry from different concentration camps, and names of writers

19 Handwritten book with drawings, poems and quotations of famous philosophers and authors such as Pasteur, Seneca, Nietzsche, Socrates, Pythagoras, Tolstoy, Anatole France, Shakespeare and many others. The book was a gift to an unknown person.

20 Booklet with black waxcloth cover containing prayers to Saint Anthony, 8.5 x 10.5 cm

21 Calendar backed with newspaper, 7.5 x 5.5 cm

22 Letter

23 Two complimentary poems to Ludwika Broel Plater from French women’s groups in Belgium that worked in a sock factory where there were women of different nationalities. Ravensbrück, 25 August 1944

24 Drawing-block with 10 drawings of life in the camp. In the file of KK, Krystyna Karier, 10 x 8.5 cm
Dedication: "To Krysia from M J; Ravensbrück 13.3.1945
25 Script on pink paper, handwritten in lead pencil
26 Litany, handwritten on white paper
27 Litany, handwritten in blue, 3 sheets
28 Three sheets, handwritten in blue, numbered 1-3
29 Two folded sheets, handwritten in blue writing
30 Two sheets, handwritten in blue writing
31 One folded sheet with heading text: Modlitwa do Panpages. Lead pencil on folded, lined paper, stained.
32 Folded sheet with 14 items (prayers?), handwritten
33 Typed sheet with heading: Modlitwa zodlusten zupe…
34 Hand sewn book of squared, cut paper originally with German text in ink. Other text in lead pencil.